
Throughout the Facilitating Staff On-Boarding Learning Path, family

service professionals will learn information and strategies, and hear

about other’s professional experiences with group facilitation within

a virtual setting.

The following graphic depicts the self-directed Facilitating Virtual

Groups Learning Path. The path takes up to four hours to

complete and learners self-select one module/webinar at each

level. When selecting modules, refer to the inventory of the

module/webinar learning descriptions on the back of this sheet.
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Click the links!

Rapid Response Resources
Virtual Vitality Resources: These resources are practices and principles that provide focusing, grounding, and calming

practices. These practices are invitations to participate. Always listen to your body and mind and do what makes you

comfortable.

To further your learning:
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Click the links!

1. Webinar: Parent Groups in a Virtual World 

This webinar discusses barriers and opportunities they have encountered when facilitating virtual parent groups.

Learners will discover how to use virtual groups to bridge connections with families.

2. Webinar: Parent-Child Groups in Virtual World 

This webinar discusses the opportunities and special considerations when preparing to launch and facilitate

parent-child groups. Learners will discover ways to use virtual parent-child groups to continue to strengthen

parent-child relationships.

3. Module: Virtual Home Visiting 103: Engaging Families 

This module provides information about engaging families in virtual services. The learner will explore the

importance of reflecting on personal attitudes, building relationships, managing technology, checking in with

parents, monitoring emotional energy, and adjusting plans as needed. 

4. Webinar: California Virtual Groups 

This webinar series is presented by the California home visiting providers in the First 5 Associates and the Rapid

Response Virtual Home Visiting project.

Module & Webinar Descriptions

www.rapidresponsehomevisiting.org

This project is supported by the Healthy Start TA & Support Center at NICHQ under
the Supporting Healthy Start Performance Project (GRANT # UF5MC327500100).
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